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If you need to know it, it's in this book.The best way to prepare for standardized tests is to practice,

and this resource offers you plenty of opportunities to do just that. This revised third edition

ofÃ‚Â 1,296 ACT Practice QuestionsÃ‚Â contains questions equivalent to 6 full-length practice

tests. It includes:* 3 full-length practice ACT tests to help evaluate your progress after working

through the drills*Ã‚Â Hundreds of additional practice questions (equivalent to 3 more ACTs!)

broken down by subject for extensive extra practiceÃ‚Â * Drills for each section type, from

punctuation to critical reading to trigonometry* Detailed, informativeÃ‚Â answer explanations for all

practice questions
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After dragging my feet for quite some time, I finally caved in and ordered this book for several of our

students. I run a successful ACT test prep company and we have always stuck to official ACTs for

all practice -- mainlyÃ‚Â The Real ACT (CD) 3rd Edition (Real Act Prep Guide)Ã‚Â our own

product,Ã‚Â Boost Your Score! The Unofficial Software Guide to the Real ACT, and other materials

purchased directly from the ACT company. We have been finding, however, that some of our

students still need even more practice. I've gone through most of the other books out there (Kaplan,

other Princeton Review books, Barrons, etc.) and I've been unimpressed, particularly when it comes

to science and reading passages. I simply do not feel that those books do an adequate job of



simulating actual ACT questions. This book, on the other hand, is excellent. Questions very closely

mimic those on official ACTs, answer explanations are clear, and questions are sorted by subject for

students who need extra practice in a particular area. Great job, Princeton Review!

Best part of this test book? My daughter's practice test scores ranged between 26-28, which gave

her motivation to study harder, because she knew she had to get a high score in order to be

competitive in applying to her college of choice. When the test finally came, her scores ranged

between 30-34, with an overall score of 33.

In prepping students for the ACT, I have found that many of them need lots of supplementary work,

of the drill and practice variety. I have also found that these students benefit from working on real

ACT-type questions under time constraints, similar to an actual ACT test.1,296 ACT Practice

Questions is one of the best books on the market to meet this need for supplementary practice. The

Reading passages and Science passages are well-written and fit the criteria of ACT-style passages

and questions. The answers are also detailed and the explanations are easy to understand. I'd

definitely recommend this book for supplementary practice in preparation for the ACT.

My sons are using this book along with the REAL ACT Practice book and Boost Your Score

computer program. The questions in this ARE good practice, but if you were only buying one I think

I'd recommend the REAL ACT Prep Guide as they use real tests. This is close, but my boys have

found not quite the same (some parts may be harder/easier than the actual tests are). If you have

time to use more than one, I'd recommend this. If only getting one book, use the Real ACT along

with the Boost Your Score program and keep on studying!

This book is so fantastic! I wasn't sure what to expect because there wasn't as much information or

reviews as I'm used to. I was very uneasy about this purchase. Wow, I really wasted my time. This

book is amazing! The 400+ pages are full of ACT questions and answers (short listed and

explained) As of yet, I have not seen any "tips or tricks" just cold-hard practice tests (and solid,

detailed instruction in the answers section). The pages are NOT made of regular book paper (which

may be a turn-off for some...the pages aren't white or laminated. They are kind of light brown and a

tiny bit "scratchy" but nothing to complain about). You can put your answers on a different paper

and take the tests over and over again (Which is quite nice).I have not fully examined all of this

book, (I only got it this morning) but what I have experienced far-exceeds my expectations. There



are four tests for each section (plus writing and essays). And like I mentioned before, there are short

listed answers (1:a, 2:d, 3:e ect) and DETAILED long answers (1:a because you're trying to find x,

you must first...) it is such a wonderful aspect! I am so thrilled with this and feel that if I study from it

often, I'll get a good score on my ACT. Again, DO NOT hesitate.

The only way to prepare for ACT is practicing, which you can find in this book. Plenty of questions,

real ACT tests... Make sure you use your time wisely.

Bought this for a friend who is studying to take the ACT - having no full high school education

(homeschool only til 10th grade), it has helped her tremendously to prepare for this test. She is

improving with each practice test she does, no doubt.

Better to buy the new one with more questions - these are NOT actual ACT questions, and tend to

be a little harder. But since there are only 5 actual tests on the market, students need more prep

materials.
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